
1st dam

AND THE RHYTHMISRITE, by Red Hot Rhythm. Unplaced. Sister to PURE RHYTHM SI 99, PURE RED HOT SI 101. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 2 to race, including—

Coronas Rhythm (g. by Corona Czech). Placed at 2, $4,781.

2nd dam

PURE MAGIC TB, by Magical Mile. Unraced. Dam of 11 foals, 8 winners, including—

MAGIC SHOW CHEZ SI 102 (g. by Corona Czech). 6 wins to 4, $589,211, Governor’s Cup Futurity [R] [G1], Cypress S., 2nd Los Alamitos Winter Derby [G1], 3rd Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1], finalist in the Ed Burke Million Futurity [G1], Los Alamitos Super Derby [G1], Golden State Derby [G1], Los Alamitos Winter Champ. S. [G1].


Don Bandido SI 97. 4 wins to 4, $36,493, 3rd Golden State Juvenile.

PURE RED HOT SI 101 (g. by Red Hot Rhythm). 10 wins to 7, $59,971, California Breeders 550 Sophomore S. [R].


3rd dam

DESSERT PROGRAM, by Government Program. Placed in 2 starts at 3. Dam of 4 foals, all winners, including—

Beauty Goes First SI 91 (Red Hot Rhythm). 6 wins to 5, $37,518. Dam of—

Beauty Goes Hi SI 86. Winner to 4, $4,145.

Lucky Red Hot SI 94 (Red Hot Rhythm). 4 wins to 3, $22,243.

I Know Ima Star (Magical Mile). Winner to 3, $7,070.

A Program To Watch SI 86 (Superior Chick). 3 wins to 3, $6,532.

Priceless Patricia (In Excess [IRE]). Unraced. Dam of—

Priceless Ways SI 85. 3 wins to 4, $21,475.

Chico Czech SI 89. Winner to 5, $15,307.

Chica Hot SI 95. Winner to 4, $13,339.

Priceless Rhythm SI 92. 2 wins in 2 starts at 2, $11,760, qualified to—

PCQHRA Breeder’s Futurity [G1].

Onyx Czech SI 87. Winner to 7, 2019, $10,444.

Red Hot In Excess SI 87. Winner at 3, $8,670.

Pat Special Ways SI 82. 2 wins to 3, $6,865.

Rhythmrontherun SI 82. Winner at 3, $6,190.

ENGAGEMENTS: PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby.